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Price: 2,450,000€  Ref: ES168871

Villa

Benahavis

5

4

668m² Build Size

2,895m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

Situated on a majestic MONTE MAYOR plot overlooking the surrounding hills of

Benahavis, this impressive villa provides comfort and security within the stunning

surroundings of Monte Mayor. The villa is located just within the security gates of the

Monte Mayor Estate, the exclusive gated community with 24 hour security. The villa sits

on a corner plot of just under 3000 square meters, which is elevated above the

surrounding landscape. Enter the villa from the rear where there is a large carport for 3

cars. Adjacent to this is the impressive front door which opens into the impressive heart

of th...(Ask for More Details!)
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Situated on a majestic MONTE MAYOR plot overlooking the surrounding hills of Benahavis, this impressive

villa provides comfort and security within the stunning surroundings of Monte Mayor. The villa is located just

within the security gates of the Monte Mayor Estate, the exclusive gated community with 24 hour security.

The villa sits on a corner plot of just under 3000 square meters, which is elevated above the surrounding

landscape. Enter the villa from the rear where there is a large carport for 3 cars. Adjacent to this is the

impressive front door which opens into the impressive heart of the home, with double height ceilings, allowing

for vast glass windows, spanning floor to ceiling and creating panoramic views of the countryside and the golf

course which change every day and throughout the various hours of the day as the light and the sun move

around the villa. With views like these, the interior of the villa can be furnished to a simple and elegant

minimalism in order to compliment the beauty of the natural scenery around it. To ensure the best for any

family lucky enough to live within this villa, the open plan kitchen features a huge Danespan island, the very

best in kitchen design, with attractive marble-effect work surfaces and the best kitchen appliances. There is

an additional utility room, keeping domestic appliances separate from the kitchen and open-plan living areas.

With access to the elevated exterior terraces that surround the huge infinity pool, there is plenty of

opportunity to enjoy the design features that have been implemented and the superb fire-pit lounge that is

built into the terrace, along with jacuzzi feature within the pool. A beautifully designed glass and wood

staircase leads to the first floor of this Benahavis villa and connects with a gallery that spans the double

height space which rises from the ground floor. Here on this level are 2 bedrooms with ensuite as well as an

extra family room which can be adapted to the needs of the new owner. The most impressive of the

bedrooms is of course the master suite. Enter through the large dressing room area, access the bedroom

with incredible mountain views through the terrace doors, and then be blown away by the designer bathroom,

where inevitably all bathing and showering will become a delightful pass time, enjoying the views through the

large windows. Additional to the main villa is a stunning solarium roof terrace, large and pre-installed ready to

create a rooftop heaven with outdoor kitchen, pergolas, hot-tub and any other luxury that can be enjoyed

under the incredible night skies of the Mediterranean coast. Underneath this superb Monte Mayor villa is a

basement area and storage, which can be incorporated with the rest of this fabulous property should the new

owners wish to embellish with cinema room, gym, spa and so on. A stunning contemporary villa perched on a

hill overlooking the rolling landscape of Benahavis. What better way to describe this fabulous home?

Designed to maximise the impact of the surrounding views, using double height windows wherever possible

to ensure that this Benahavis villa is bathed in light and sunshine.
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